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PI-llLlPPOS V. KARGOPOULOS, Chicago/USA

INFINITY, Ln;lHTS AND ORDER
A STUDY ON THE PARADOX

In a paper which deals with the
of infinity the most fundamental
paradox is the paper itself. For it deals with tbe infinite in a finite time and
extension. It tries to Jir;;it th; unlimited, to define the indefinite, probably
remark is not meant to he a pleasant
the undefinable. This basic
beginning~ nor is it lTH:.:ant to be an easy excuse. It is a basic
which structures our paper and our aims in it.
The
of
(as the
of freedom, or every good parais such that it challenges the whole enterpri,e ofknowkdge and discourse
Oil all
universal or individuaL It
aB attempt, at
of the
problem of
as long as they rest on limits and order. It is relevant
to each step of our argument, or in the arguments of the thinkers that we
present in this paper.
it is
to maintain any illusion
for a completeness, since net only passages which cl""l with infinity itself,
but all passages, all struclllf",d thoughts as long as they define and order,
(as long as they exist
arc relevant for consideration of the
Even if we took into consideration the
of an author We
would never be able to accuunt for it
have not examined. The word
h) the notion {)f lnfinity, 1:1 thi~ paper
times contrary and bOlnetlrnes
\VC want to trace reb.tions of 111eaning and inference betv./een
and
knowledge and ,ince \\ e are [~\f from
we are only setting up
and relate
\Ve need to set up v/ay s of deahng \-vith thi s
the;;e to the
of knowledge.
of directions
a setting up of
prf\grc~;s ad infininun Of the)' rnay vary
stud} of
will be
by thi s
A more
and win he based, on th" one hand, 011 the
made in this paper
is a limit and
it will be a ru rther consideration of
of the
the thinkers presented in the :>erm,ntics part and
further

problems, which is comparable to infinite by
and on the other
hand it will be based on the general conclusions reached about the relations
of infinity to knowledge
is a limit word and consequently in
this sense the paper will progress towards infinity by addition).
To return to the fundamental
of the paper. Thi s paper is a form,
is limited, it has beginning and end and magnitude, it is also ordered, But
the subject it treats may be infinite. The peper may be
ad infinitum or
ad infinitum and it may be the case; that. we can go further
or deeper (narrower) because the
is infinite. Or even, it may be the
case, that we can go further and deeper because the subject it treats (the
«out of
is finite but there can be infinite numbers of treatments of
it. In any case, this extension of the paradox to the paper itself is not insignificant, for it may be that after sllch
the conclusions will be
in accordance.
To make it dearer, given the fundamentai paradox, what are We to do?
We can stop here so that we will not be in controversy. But semantically
speaking, even though philosophers were aware of the paradox, they continued their search for a definition of infinity. It must then be the ~ase that
ther.: is sOlTI",thiflg in the nature of the
as such which relates to
knowledge basically, even though the paradox tries to undercut the relations
or infinity and possibility of knowledge. Actively, then, we enter the discU5sion. Given the paradox of infinity, our aim now is to search for the relations
of the paradox to
or
Do
avoid the paradox or do they insist on it? Is the paradox the limit of our knowledge or is
it the point at which 'vc step out of the limits? l s it a
from the
inside or from the outside, is it a boundary at all? 1s it
or an end
of knowledge') L; it related to knowledge at ail? What are [he consequences
of it? We break the original deadlock by
the paper, knowing that
to start means to make a
to set a limit.
Having made our
we can talk about
infinity now, Wc do not forget the fundamental
we will see how our
treatment of
affects the fundamental
radox at the end. In the follo\\ing pages \VC \viH look at the
uf ir:finity as a
Inatter to
our paper. \Ve have dellrnited th15 area by a finite nlHllber of problen1s '/-lC
have asked and will a,k about
a finite number of thinkers and
writings,
a finite number of
of these thinkers, by setting
up proportions of finite ratios of terms (opo';), by analysing down to finite
simple" and by
our whole, the paper out of finites
words, wholes, problems, thoughts),
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If we make a very broad presupposition, that human understanding
operates by limiting (defining) and ordering, we can say that the paradox
of infinity lies in our attempt to define the indefinable, which is to limit the
unlimited; to order the infinite will be like creating an infinite regression or
a division down to the indivisible. In this way, the infinite presents a challenge
to the whole activity of understanding. But it is not only an abstract epistemological problem that we are faced with. The range of the paradox is very
wide. Because in all the range of knowledge as long as people make a beginning, follow a sequence, and end up in a conclusion there is bound to be
a problem of infinity.
The paradoxes of motion as stated by Zeno are a good illustration of the
paradox of infinity when applied. Furthermore, the paradox of the «now»,
or the motion in the present, or the change from rest to motion, or from
motion to rest. The paradox of determinism and freedom as stated by Tolstoi
in his second epilogue to War and Peace is also an instance of the application of the paradox of infinity to history. It is extended to the problem of
how can we know all the determinants of a situation, from where we can
point to the problem of complete or incomplete induction as a more general
statement of the problem, and from there more paradoxes are in line, such
as the indeterminacy principle of Heisenbelg. The range of the problem runs
in a two-directional manner from considerations of the continuous to considerations of the one (unity) and extends over microcosm and macrocosm.
The most common example is the question-paradox of the infinity of the
universe: where does it end? what is beyond? and also the question-paradox of the quanta physics, about the finite division and the indivisible.
We made a beginning by saying that the human mind understands by
limiting, by defining. A form is taken as something limiting or limited. If
the paradox exists in motions and actions which we experience, is it possible
that it would not exist in a discipline which tries to keep only to the formal
and away from enmattered forms and experience? Is it possible that we
took the formal infinity out of a formal science (or a science of forms and
actuality) and applied it to experience, creating thus a paradox out of nothing?
For it may be argued that it is the case that because of the infinity of numbers
or the continuity of lines (which are by definitions formally set) and because
of the analogies that we make to the world that paradoxes arise in the consideration of motion, time etc. The case may be argued in an opposite way toot
that from the infinite in the world we move to the infinity of numbers bu,
for our purposes it is significant to realize that both directions point to the
analogy as the seat of the paradox. That such positions exist it is enough to
cite the example of the Euclidean Space-Euclidean Universe analogy, which
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of course cannot be based on the writings of Euclid. There may be a significance in the relations of world to mathematics but let us, for the time being,
examine the notion of infinity in mathematics, as a formal science. It can be
arg?e~ that. any notion in mathematics is to be understood and used as long
as It IS defmed. We can define (form) an infinity or an infinite group, and,
as long as we do not make analogies to experience, we will face no paradox.
This is not though, exactly the case in mathematics, and there the notion
of infinity is not a non - puzzling form of actuality. Euclid, to refer to our
example, finds in infinity the limits of his constructed system. He can construct finite structures by line segments and angles but the limits of constructibility (Q.E.F.) is infinity (parallel lines), while on the other end of
the line the ambiguous indivisible point is a simple and a finite. Infinity appears
therefore as the end of formality and constructed actuality, and is not included in it as a form. At these limits of finitude (that is, infinity) a lot of paradoxes happen. If we extend the radius of a cycle ad infinitum (to an actual
infinity) then we will have a circumference which is a straight line. If we
divide the circumference of a cycle ad infinitum we will reach a point where
the infinitesimal line segments are straight line segments. The parallel lines
meet at infinity while the n and the irrational numbers have always been a
source of puzzlement. In all the cases we are faced with these paradoxes
because we have taken the infinite as an actuality, as a defined form.
In arithmetic and algebra the infinite is again a source of paradoxical
situations. For it cannot enter into measures or into analogies and proportions. An a over 00 and a b over 00 are equal even if a# b. The infinite cannot become a term in an analogy a ratio or a proportion because a term (5po~) even if it is variable is something limited. The situation 00/00 is called
indeterminacy. The problem is solved partly by the theory of limits and the
indeterminacy is removed by replacing 00 by -> 00 which is called «tends towards infinity», or «has infinity as a limit». But then the problem still remains
and the infinite is not an actuality. Another example is furnished by Galilei
where the series 1,2,3,4, ... is infinite and as such is equal to the series
1,4,9, 16, ... which is also infinite and the paradox is then that the part is
equal to the whole. But the infinite does not admit of parts and wholes,
since parts and wholes are in need of limits, in need of forms. The same
paradoxical situations are reached when we take the ut->O where the limit
is the infinite divisibility.
It seems then, that if we want to remain in the mathematical infinite as
an actuality, we will have to talk of a new mathematics system (probably
of arbitrariness), and create a new science of the actual infinity. Cantor and
Hilbert have worked on such a programm and the «finite - infinite - trans-
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finite» give supposedly an idea of infinity which is not negative nor potentiaL
But, is it arbitrary? The criticism of Po inca re seems to point to this direction.
If arbitrariness and formality can be properly put together in a mathematical
system or if there are even other paradoxes in such a system, I leave to the
people skilled and inquisitive about mathematics. For our purposes mathematics, even if formal, does not further this discussion, except by arbitrariness.
The only point which is of interest to us are the criteria of arbitrariness
in general as related to forms and definitions delimitations and limits (which
will be studied later in the paper).
In another area of arbitrariness (the dogmatism of faith). the infiaityof
God providcs paradoxical situations comparable to the previous ones. The
infinite power, knowledge, and goodness of the divine comes to contrast
with the experienced reality which is seen as finite. Out of this situation we
can escape either by the arbitrary claim that the ways of the divine are not
to be understood by finite minds or, if we want to inquire further (which is
not dogmatic faith but theology), we may end up with principles that lead
to various theories such as pantheism, or any other product of sophisticated theology which leads up all thc way to metaphysics. In this case faith
is of a different quality and the paradox of infinity is not rejected by faith.
In this paper we will keep away from arbitrary actualities, and thus we will
be limited to Physics (Natural Philosophy), Epistemology and Metaphysics,
The range of the paradox is not extended to different areas of knowledge only, but is extended and modified in the different epochs, For the
ancients infinity is viewed as imperfection. The lack of actualized form (as
in the things) in the infinite is the basis for such a modification of the infinite. In the poem of Parmenides Being is finite because it is perfect, and
consequently does not stand in need of limits, while the infinite, being always
in need, is imperfect, and tbus it is not a predicate of Being, Of course,
the imperfection of the infinite is not a general rule for the antiquity (Melissos considers Being as infinite), nor is this tendency limited to antiquity
alone. The criticism of Einstein to the indeterminacy principle and the
complementarity principle of Heisenberg and Bohr respectively can be traced
to this aspect of the paradox of infinity. The reverse is the case after the
influence of christianity and the monotheistic religions. Infinity is joined
with perfection as an attribute of the divine, It is only the infinite which has
all the possible perfectio!,s. This is an actual and positive sense of infinity
while men are considered as finite and imperfect.
The paradox of
cannot be rejected as for example the paradox
of aether in physics, Even if we ignore the infinity of space or the infinity of
atoms, problems such as th.: finite
or more generally: where we
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draw the line of simplicity or of completeness of a whole will always be in
our way. Thus we have to turn to our notion of infinity and examine it with
respect to limits. The very basic problem we face is whether the notion of
infinity is experienced, inferred or posited. In all the cases the infinite appears as within the finite, or, more correctly, through the finite. A definition,
a conclusion, a beginning, all are limit - words. Apart from the problem of
infinity in the world, the simples of categories when considered from the
point of human thought appear as facts made (through statements), formed,
assumed, and are consequently finite. The delimitations occur all along the
schemata of semantics, Infinity then enters Oll! consideration as something
negative, That which has no limits, that which has no ends is infinite, Against
such a position the positive side of infinity is introduced (as in Descartes'
philosophy) and is posited. Fundamentally then in terms of limits a first
consideration of infinity through the topic negative - positive is possible if
we start with a definition of infinity as that which has no limits,
At this point we could advance further through the definition.We could
consider the definition as an end of a process (a conclusion) or as a beginning,
or as an operative device that would allow us to advance (an arbitrary beginning, or a helpful arbitrary limiting), Thus we would get into consideration
of method sand processes,We can do the same thing by abandoning the definition and considering infinity in terms of processes and orders (methods).
A set up order involves finitude, but not in the manner that a definition does.
Because in a definition one thing is limited by another, is expressed in terms
of another, and if we take this hierarchy far enough we will realize that even
finitude alone is paradoxicaL Things are different in the process. We do not
have to find an actual limiting thing always, but we have to center our attention to the process of limiting or of breaking limits, If we set up an order
which lends toward infinity (order in all these cases is taken more in the
sense of process rather than hierarchy) by a standard process (adding, dividing, limiting, defining etc,) then the infinite does not Jie on the actual end
of the process but in the process itself, in the
rhi s way we can consider
infinity not in terms of the actuality of limits but in terms of the potentiality
which is in the process of being actualized. This actualization of the potency
is what the phra,e «lends toward infinity» meal,S.
Potency, actuality and actualization arc useful distinctions, but they
are by no means the end of the paradox, To this process of actualization we
apply the concept of limits: Does the process have any beginning or end?
Is the simple operation by which we defined the process, simple and indivisible? Are there limits to this process, and, if there are, are they from the
inside or the outside, are they negative or positive? The interplay of the
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distinctions positive - negative, actual - potential, limits - order, gives us a
spectrum of considerations of the paradox, which spectrum has to be limited,
and so we will have to enter an inquiry into the paradox in search for a more
complete view.
We made three distinctions in the preceeding passages: infinite - definition, infinite - order, and finally we tried to limit the order by the need to
refer it to another limiting whole. These distinctions may be placed in any
order of limiting and limited, determining and determinate, etc., but it is
all of them which will help us structure our further inquiry. The way we
place them (a made order) may be pointing to a way of setting up a system.
but it is important to keep in mind that they are flexible and interchangeable,
and that they have actually been interchanged in the bistory of thought. Our
point is tbat since the paradox of infinity challenges the 'Whole of a structure,
it will challenge the whole, the parts, the arrangement, and our purpose is
to study the,e relations, as long as we can keep them flexible. One way we
can keep this flexibility is by making a matrix, or, which amounts to the
same thing, ask questions that will involve all three distinctions both as
points of view, and as points viewed. This way we can keep the integrity
of the whole safe and the parts flexible, if we keep in mind that the relation,
between «point of vj.::w') and ,<point viewed») are also flexible in terms of
determinacy, indeterminacy, determining, determined, determinate and determinable. Here IS the matrix:
Whole

3

3.

3.2

3.3

Process

2

2.

2.2

2.3

1.1

1.2

1.3

1 Fact

2 Thought

3 Things

Definition

The problems which arise out of the matrix in relation to the paradox
of infinity are of the following character;;: Can in\imty be predicated of
something? (3.1). Can wc have an infinite process?
Is the whole of
being infinite or finite necessarily?
Can we make synthetic a priori
judgments? (2.1) What are the limits of the
of knowledge?
Can there be a knowledge of the infinite? (2.3).What arc the limit:;, of langua(l.l). What are the relations between thought and expression in terms
of infinity? (1.2). Can
or the words be symbols be infinities
of things?
we can observe that the questions which
I II the above set of the
contain the same numbers but in a differellt order are alike and they differ
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in the direction (point of view - point viewed). The rest which contain a repetition of the numbers (1.1, 2.2. 3.3) are more integrated and their relations
will be proved more essential in the final considerations.
In the consideration of these problems the distinctions positive - negative, actual- potential will be useful and furthermore new distinctions will be
used sueh as determi nate - indeterminate, definite - indefinite, form - matter,
necessary - contingent, absolute - relative, being-nothing (void). These distinctions appear under different orientations in the different problems
which center around the finitude or infinitude of things, the limits of the
activity of knowledge and the limits of language and expression. Under
these problems as points of view we deal with three fundamental problems
(instances of the above) ; whether we will call anything infinite, whether we
can comprehend infinity, and finally whether given the above we can ground
infinity necessarily in thought and actuality or whether by positing infinity
we can come to the above.
The above problems are structured by ordered schema, of finites,
but in the present considerations we are motivated by the paradox of infinity.
We implied that the idea of infinity is not experienced, nor imagiJ~ed. The
materials (the <(out of which») which w.:: are given (sense and imagination)
seem to exclude infinity. But, if we admit that experience and imagination
are already structured in terms of finites and orders, then the statement
loses its necessary validity. On the otber hand we do talk about infinity.
These two rea,ons combined point towards a consideration of the relation"
of the structured, the unstructured and the structuring activity, and thus
they may lead us to a solution of our problem through the examination of
infinity in the relations facta - data, made - given, in discourse. This task we
will undertake later in the paper. Now, given the second reason (that we do
talk about wfinity), we can start from there and consider the different ideas
(opinions) about the infinite as they are found in the writings of different
thinkers. Following the previous di<;tinctions in the formulation of the problems (experienced facb-aetivity and
whales of things), we will
structure the rest of the paper in the same manner. We will first deal
with the semantics of infinity, that is, wc will tuki: facts made about infinity,
and attempt to interpret them, because, if
is inferred Of po')itcd alone,
we, in order to experience it, will have to go to the texts where infinity is
inferred or posited. III the second part we will turn to thought and consider
the problem in relation to discourse and paradox. In the third part we will
finally place the paradox of infinity and its relation to discourse within the
whole or some «wholes» of human knowledge, activity, and making, and
we will trace relations. Since we are in search for facts (inferred or posited)
<l>IAOI()(I)!A

3
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we may well begin with a group of thinkers who do actually accept, infer,
or posit infinity: Newton, Descartes, Spinoza.
In the amazingly well organized Principia, Newton attempts to investigate the laws of the motions of things within the Universe. Out of the three
distinctions of our schema of questions he selects the things as a point of
view (even in the Optics, the observer is left aside by the consideration of
corpuscles). Even though he maintains that the motion of the whole is the
sum of the motion of the parts Newton does not become a pure atomist,
in the sense of stopping at the indivisible (as Lm:retius does). He talks of
nascent and evanescent quantities and the infinitesimal calculus is an attempt
to avoid the paradox of the infinite division in motion. Matter for Newton,
composed or not composed out of indivisibles, has a finite quantity. Matter
can be reduced to mass, to measurable form, to an actuality (mathematic).
By defining then matter as an actual quantity Newton sets up a finite at the
beginning. At this point there is no need to speculate about the infinity of
the world, even though measurable masses and distances call, as quantities
do, increase ad infinitum and there is no need for them not to increase. The
argument (process) advances through motion, which is measurable (by
virtue of simple composition), and by two sides (through-motion) we reach
the form of the Universe mathematically. The infinite then, lies on the Universe. The process may bc infinite in terms of eternity (eternity of atoms,
incorruptibility of matter-no generation ex nihilo) but it is finite in terms
of laws of motion: the process is limited (determined) by the necessity of
the la ws of motion. The necessity of the la ws of motion is guaranteed by an
infinite universe. The infinite cannot move (the importance of the discussion
of relative and absolute motion) and is one and absolute and therefore necessary. Therefore the infinite 3S a principle, that is the one, infinite Universe
is what Newton posits. Bur we said that Newton talks in terms of t h i n g s.
What he has posited is an infinite in the mathematical actuality, which can
merely be an extension of the properties of quantities. He is not interested
in a system which works in explaining, but he wants to posit a system which
is. The third book of the Principia undertakes to do tbis task He has to validate the laws and his method of reaching the laws and thus he begins with
the rules of understanding which validate the redudion to the finites (quantities) and the composition of systems out of finites and according to dcterminate relations. The rules do exactly this with resPect to a real, not a mathematical actuality (in the first part geometry is a branch of mechanics). Afler
this we can go on and make the illfinite principle an infinite universc. The
infinite universe determines the finite, the laws of the process and thus
it makes the process infinite but determinate. But since infinity, no matter
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if absolute or not, cannot be fully accounted for and consequently the necessity of the determinate la ws is very tentative (in other words, why do we not
have chance, or how do we know that the mechanistic schema is absolute
in the infinity of time and space?) Newton posits a God, governor, infinite,
eternal, who, by being infinite, is absolute and determines the course of the
universe. Thus by positing an infinity he determines the finites definitely.
Descartes (references: Discourse pt 4, Jlfdilaliolls 3 and 4, Principles
of Philosoph!J pt:;. 1,2,3.) evcnless systematic and determinate than Newton,
works in a parallel way. Their difference lies on the weight of the selection
of the problems. Descartes' point of view is not t hi ng s, but th ough I. His
reduction is not a reduction of things or of mathematical objects but of
doubt and the clear and distinct ideas of thought are the new finites. They
are simple finites of thought Even infinity, which is a positive idea for Descartes, clear and distinct, i" not posited through the things but through
thought, and is based fundamentally on the reflexivity of the c02ito rrgo sum,
logistically centered on the process of rill bitl} cr,~o sum, or of reduction.
When he turns to infinity in the world, Descartes from the point of
view of thought, does not accept it Matter is potentially divisible ad infinitum,
space is potentially extended ad infinitum but both are not actually infinite.
They are indefinite (again, the thought selection in the choice of the term).
The infinite is a principle and a positive idea of perfection. It makes the
finites determinate, as in Newton, but in a different manner: th rough thought
So there is a possibility of judgement through the idea of the perfect; The finite is an idea negatively determined since it is derived from the infinite and
perfect. On the level of things the indefinite and indeterminate is the negative
idea derived from the idea of the finite (limits - that which has no limits).
On the level of things the infinite is opposed to nothingness (the logistic
void) and matter is identified with extemion (a logistic identification from
thought seJection)< On the level of t 11 0 u g h t, the infinite is opposed to the
finite. The logistic actualizatlOll of matter in extension (from a thought selection) makes extension indeterminate since the void, according to thought,
is non existent.
demollstro.ia, pts. 1,2)
Spinoza (references; <Ethira 'Jrdinf'
is centering his discussion along tb:, lines
treatment of the subject allows llS to go
the argument (one has
to follow definitions, axioms, and propositions in order that he wilt have
argument-process in its clearest form). The absolute infinite in Spinoza's
Ethics is opposed to tile finite 01 to the infinite which is determined in kind
and becomes reflexively substance. the onc, only, and absolute substance.
Through this infinite, in logistic cause and effect We can understand the
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finites. The principle then, even though a limit (the process 01 thought
stops at the infinite) is infinite, and only through the absolute necessity of
it we can understand the finite (determined).
The logistic way of thinking then makes finite simples and determines
their laws by positing an infinity. This way they can avoid a beginning in
change which would make the beginning indeterminate and determinate
at the same time, affecting the process accordingly. This way then they
avoid the paradox, that
by
an actual infinite. But, this goes as far
as things and thought are selected. Especially, it is the case with the things
or when thought center, on the things, Hume will come up with a scepticism
which is based again on indefiniteness. When on the other hand wc want to
keep to the factual level, where the relatIOns of form and matter have disappeared logistically (atom is the t rue tu re of 111 at t er) because it is after
the
fact we are looking, and no cognitive simplicity could arise out
of a composite of matter and form, then the paradox of indeterminacy reappears. Because it is not a fact that the world is infinite, or finite, or that the
number of the atoms is infinite, or finite. Factually we reach the indivisible,
which is indeterminate now, since even the atom is not factual cognitively.
Bm, since tbere is still in the world an order determined and finite, the
ciplc of indeterminacy has to account for it. The logistics of quanta physics
are not as :iimple as the logistic') of Newton, because we need to remain on
the level of facts. A primary indivisible
h,'2 of Plank, derived from
the facts} is ascertained, not only because we cannot search for other determinants (emotive), but because there are no more determinants (actualization of a finitude with indeterminateness). Chance lies
the roots of
necessity and the paradox remaInS till we try to determine it through the
use of probabilities. Heisenberg and Dime stand on this side of the argument {Heisenberg, references:
ilNd PluloProbabilities though are es"entiaily indeterminate. and since the
facts (which are
limited to data of
are individual (the
repetition of the experiment is not expeded to
similar
the
indeterminacy still remains, pointing to one Of the other direction sometimes
apparently opposite (wave
of view of facts Hcisenberg
and his quest for nc\v concepts
(extention of
bears \vitness to jt (M cc
[We can
get out of the
of
principle
which, though again is an approximation to i.nfinity from a factual point
of view].
The indeterminacy in the fuel:; (a paradox related as wc saw to the paradox of infinity) was
a different way
Nie!s Bohr. who uses

In{inhy~

limits find onlcr

an operatIOnal method and has selected as a point of view
thoughts, but facts
Bohr:
onAtomic
-especialiy the Discussion \vi III Eins lein
Problems ln _"1 iomic
and
CallS':iii1j and
nUUl

The J.),olray

The facts for Nie!s Bohr are not
but are at ways related to the observational siwation. If we look for ,impli.
in the facts wc cannot but reduce matter and form. or more
merge matter and form and in this case merge also the observational situation
with the
observed. At tilis level of finitude
and becau-;e of
the merging, \ve a re faced \vith an indi\/iduality in the data and the fucta
(which are merged since matter and form and observed and observation
instmment are merged). As
as we take them as facts. we have to transcend their
and complcmentarity is olle way of
this. Cumplcmcntarity is then a determinatIOn of the individuals on the levei of facts,
even though it allows space for indeterminateness, either essentially (because
of contradictory results), or because we can always add other cleternlinations
(factual ones), and there cannot be a dct<:rmina!c
speaking, we do not have an infinite fact which will determine the fimtc\
(no mention of infinite Humber of atoms or of ab:;olute infinite
We do, on the other hand, have a number of complementary facts which,
.if taken as a whole, does
us Lt
which will result in
the apparent order (the whole of the compiementary facts is at any time
determined but has
of indefinite increase by addition). The conditions for compkraentarity do not rest on method, nor do
rest on the
but on the facts, observational aDd simple, and both, the
and the
of the system rest on the finite individual facts, or,
of facts wc ca n ask
to NatUle. Given the
principle, Bohr dolO,
not a,k for a new or an extension of the old
does~
because
is a finite system in which
inCinitc
cOlnplenlcnLaxy side:-; can be expressed. ()n
he would not
of the
fo!
indefinite extension of the
langnage would not disturb its fUll·:tion, which is to determine the indeterminate
expressing w1101es
and in any
case language makes this
at the same time determinate
and indeterminate.
Kant (references: Firs I
the
1s
m
method but does not rest it on any complementarity system. His selection
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of thought instead of facts or things can account for his particular solution
to the paradox. He does not merge matter and form, he rather keeps the
form as the determining activity which forms the materials given by the
senses. (It is important to add here that neither the relation of determinateness, nor the distinction matter - form are in such a simple, one-directional
way set. The use of the distinction, especially on the different levels of the
transcendental and the metaphysical deduction is variant). The antinomies
of fact that we encountered in Bohr are now the antinomies of thought and
they involve primarily questions of infinity and finitude. The questions are
out of our schema (line of thought): Whether there can be synthetic a priori
judgments, what are the limits of the activity of knowing, whether there can
be thought of an infinite thing or process. The last question is the antinomical one but, in a whole so interrelated as the Kantian schema is, all the
questions are necessarily interrelated closely. Space and time may be infinite or indefinite as forms of intuition, but in terms of the world and the
whole of experience, both assertions, the one of the limited and the one of
the unlimited are in an antinomical way related to the whole of reason. In
such a situation there can be no complementarity of facts to solve the problem
(a thing that goes to prove· that the criticism of Kant either by quanta physicists with respect to causality and determinateness, or by philosophers who
keep to the factual level, is bount to be in vain, as long as people keep to their
own level of selection, without realizing another for Kant). From the selection
of thought as a frame of reference, the antinomies signify the boundary of
the activity of Knowing. It is not a limit from the inside but a boundary from
the inside. It is a boundary which is set by the mind, because of its activity,
and is a limit to the mind and its activity (mind and activity are the same as
is revealed in the act of judging). In the First Critique (Phaenomena and
Nooumena) and in the section on Hume and scepticism in the Discipline
of Pure Reason, Kant sets the limits of knowing. In ·both cases Hume can
be taken as the start but the scepticism of Hume uses indefiniteness to attack
both the finite and the infinite and ends in scepticism. According to the famous
metaphor of Kant (Geography and Reason), Hume thinks of reason as of
an indefinitely extended plane, while Kan1 says that it is more likely as a
sphere (limited by its own properties). In this sphere, the three questions
are closely interrelated. The possibility of synthetic a priori judgments resting
on the activity of the formal categories (categories are functions of unity in
judgments) and on experience (sensible manifold) make up the content of
the sphere of possible knowledge while the problematic nooumena (thinking
is not knowing) make the boundaries of the sphere; they are problematic
(they are determined as problematic) by the activity of knowing itselt, in this
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way they are boundaries from the inside. In such a schema even the beginning principles (the principle of Apperception) are not absolutely beginning
(and thus limiting, determining, finitizing) points, but rest reflexively on the
whole of the sphere, the whole of the self-centered activity. The principle
is like the appex of a cone which is an appex because of the rest of the cone
and the rest of the cone is such because of the appex which determines it.
Thi s whole (sphere) is limited from the inside by selfimposed limiting devices
which make it a whole. Questions about the Absolute unlimited, «das All»
(Spinoza) are rejected by the category of limitation (limitation is combination
of reality and negation) and it is through the employment of categories that
we have synthetic a priori judgments.
Einstein (references: Principle of Relativity, EfJolntion of Physics,
Meaning of Relativity, Essays in Physics, Can Quantnm-Mechanical
Descrip tion of Physical Reality be considered complete?) is opposite to the
uncertainty and complementarity of Heisenberg and Bohr and his attempt
is to set up and explain the order in the world. As selections out of our
schema he takes the things. Einstein's selection is a strongly metal?hysical
one, much more strongly so than Aristotle's in his Physics. Placed thus between, Einstein could be studied with reference to Bohr and Heisenberg on
the one hand, and Aristotle on the other, in order that we get a clearer view
of his system.
There is a usual basic misconception of Einstein as a «relativist». It is
true that in the special theory of relativity and in his discussion with Bohr and
Heisenberg, Einstein establishes observational physics, where the frame of
observation is inseperable from physical reality (relative space and time).
It is also true that he conducts in there operational thought experiments
(favorably recorded by the two opponents). But we believe that the special
relativity theory (as well as the classical physics or the field physics) is for
Einstein only a dialectical step towards the theory of general relativity which
rests on the selection of things rather than observational facts. This is not
to say that the theory of special relativity is wrong as in a dialogue. If we
consider that it is physics we are dealing with, and also the particularities
of the dialectical method, we can see that classical physics, the special
theory of relativity, Maxwell's equations are true, in the sense of application
to specific cases but the general theory of relativity which assimilates all
these and comes with a theory for all the Universe is what Einstein center
his search around. On the other hand, complementarity is not a dialectical
activity even though it assimilates opposites, because it does not assimilate
in terms of a whole higher truth, but restricts the truth to the different sides
of the debate on facts. Furthermore Einstein does not center his discussion
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in terms of finite, discontinuous quanta, but rather around a space - time
continuum which
becomes an actualized geometrical finite. In terms
of
finites Einstein llses the finite speed of light not a finite of indeterminacy like the constant of Plank.
1n relation to Ari,totlc (,ame selection:
Einstein agrees on the
continuum of space and time, The difference between
of Eimtein
and <.<entelecheia,) of Aristotle's
shows dearly, that as far as
go, Einstei!l is more
thi, further: starting frolll the
problem of
Einstein advances as far as to reach a geometric universe.
In it, the physicaJ
is the field, that is to say, energy, actualization,
actuality, /\ further dialectical attempt was made to reach the unIfied field
theory of pure
but it remains open and Einstein accepts the double
reality of matter and field as a basi for further dialectieal search towards
the pure
Aristotle does not reach the energeia, the pure actuality
before the
In the
the prime mover is a moving cause
and not the final callse of the book A of
The beginnings are
set from one direetio!l, but indefiniteness lies in <<the after»,
sides
with the potentiality of matter and the power of the ullmoved mover and is
the
of dhe before;;, the nece;,sity of the process. Einstein in his
of relativity, aims at his principles, works toward, his principles, which is a fully actualized field (a principle of art rather than of natUfedepending of course on the distinctions that one makts between art and
nature), The
arc more b::si,: rather
than the
principles. Whether
(the divine artificer, who, by the way, does not
dlCc), determinater,ess
is
in the act ual form of the unified field that the universe is. Under
such a SChelna the Universe in finite. It is not a uni'versc
rnotiol1, [-tS is the
physical univc [Se of A It stotle, since it i" a whole which involves time Cl"
one of its vectors. The unlverse is finite but unbound, 'In tl115 S(;[tSt'" it resemhles the '>phere, and, distantly, the Aristoteiian universe, Th,~ finitude of the
universe IS based on the
of matter
and the
of light
(finite).
ends, determina,'\bout
\\ie said something about
lion, n1otion continuity (all \-vords
1

now is to determine th(; place of the infinite in his
ry into Nature whic~l i, rendered :\'; an internai
definition of motion which rest:; npon the process and reiaks the actual and
the potential is a
of ihe ,:ontiJluilY or
or motion,
definition, wc can HlOve to
of matter, of time, plaee, numbers, magnitudes etc.
to continuity and
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All these questions
t.he notion of infinity 10 be solved and thus /\.rlstotle has to define infinity befOIC he proceed s. From the
of
thing, infinity cannot be attributed to facts. The
of matter does
not allow for a finite, actualized atom, There cannot be an infinite body or
an infinite magnitude. The numbers may allow for a formal infinity, but this
is mathematical and not
There is though an
not in the fact (or the attribute of a thing). The proce,s of
is progressing ad infinitum. Aristotle does nut define
the infinite as
that which has 110 limits, but places it in the realm of [lotentialities. it is a
potentiality which is never actualized, because there is
further, and as long
there
further the process is infinite
Together \ytth the notion of rhe progress ,ve have the no·tion of the motion
and the notion of time. Motion is continllous and eternal and so is time.
Matter remains
a potentiality,
to th" onc of
and a
Basic in all these discussion is tbe notion of time, etem~l, continuolls, determinable in terms of
indivisible <mows», The proce;,s
it e';tablishes the infinite as a
potential bei11g, is not i(self
terms of' determinate~ess. Is
it infinite, or does it have Cl
to hast .Infinite series
of movers and moved, who are actualized
the pJ'(1cess of motion
at the same tnlle, or does it p;ogress out of one mover, onc actualitv'!
The infinite scries of movers and moved actualized at the same time (as "in
Descartes) would creatc a paradox of an infinite
within
finite
reality. We would be led then to a paradox similar to Zeno's, ",\ihere infinity
is placed within finitude as ;]11 actuality. The finiellde of the series together
with the eternality of motion and lime: call for a moving principle (limit)
which ie' the
of motion but also the seat of The
of motion.
i\ renexi'vity then between th.c finite and the infinite sets up the beginnings
and the limits for
IS
at
the lill1ltS of reaJity and
and it is not
the infinite which lS invohcd in the iimit:;. The universe
\vithin finite tjnle~ (
is finJt:.-\ be(:au~e ~p;-~ce cannot be infinite (no
infmite actuality) but the same
of potentjailty
of Inotiun and etern::l.lity of tlD1t:. ~rhe circular
to
the hypersphere of
answers
boundaries of the
of
the
relations of
- finin;dc a.re
An unmoved mover Vi!'iO determines
by being unmoved the indeterminc.te (the etermJ
the
relation is
reflexive ..1\. further consideration of
lies at the
infinite power of the unmoved mover. The unmoved mover is not like time
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infinite potentiality and finite actuality, but is indivisible (no magnitude or
actuality in the terms of ,eme experience) and actual but has infinite potentiality (power) to cause motion.
In the J[etaphysics the unmoved mover as afinal cause accounts for the
unity and order of the universe (K6cr~0;) through the pure actuality (no matter)
of reflexive, self organizing and organized thought (principle). At this point
we can find no relations to tbe infinite for we have moved towards pure
aetuality, pure form which determines the order of the kosmos not only in
terms of the antecedent as in the PhYS1"rS.
Out of the "em antic examination of these thinkers (based strictly on the
matrix and the problems we made up out of it) there came out the paradox
of infinity - finite, determinate - indeterminate, definite - indefinite, &tructured .. unstructured as a boundary condition of activities, beginnings and ends
of things, detcrminacies and indeterminHcies of facts. It is also clear in these
orders of hierarchies or processes the matter (potential) and form (actual)
distinction (a distinction merged, rcversed, emphasized, used) is a problem.
The problem, then, of infirjty was always solved in terms of complete separation of matter and form. One way leads to mattcr unformed, purely potential, the other to form purely actual with no matter.
The God of Newton and Descartes, the prime mover of the Mc ta.physirs. the infinity of Cantor and Hilbert, the probabilities of the Quanta, the
unified field of relativity, the autonomy of Kant's Ethics are all actualities
which answer the paradox. The purely posited actuality (finite or infinite)
accounts in a pure formal fashion for the definiteness of the orders of
finites and processes.
On the other hand, the cli scussion of the infinite seeks an end in the
consideration of matter. Matter as a potency is close to infinity. The infinite
in the process is one instance of this. The infinite power of the prime mover
of the
the «things-in-themselves» (and also the relation of objects
givcn and objects thought at the beginning of TransCI'ntienlai
of
Kant are another atlempt to deal with the problem of infinity. Even when
we merge matter and form in the logistic structure elf matter, or in the factual
a possibility,
level of the simples, the infinity is still there as a
a potentiality. But as wc define, and order. and finitize. and form, any talk
on the level of matter docs not
us. Thus we go to th.;
in a formal fashion, or in Kant
to account for the necessity of the
we encounter material boundaries (llooumena) but we do not stop here:
either through the formalities of autonomous action, or through a future
metaphysics we go further in the relation of formal and actual. The God of
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Newton, Descartes, and Spinoza as infinite and actuaJ takes the probability
out of the material and establishes determinacy.
Wha t is fundamental in here is the paradox as an interplay of form and
matter. The paradox accounts for things - thoughts - facts and is on the one
hand a motive force (matter and necessity) and a limiting force (form and
necessity). And it is so in the whole of knowledge. It seems then that our
broad presupposition that the human thought works in terms of finites and
orders is not complete since it operates, advance s, is organized and made into
a whole tbrough fundamental paradoxes, such as the paradox of infinitv. Let
us critically study the paradox which motivated and structured our pa;er.
In the preceding pages we structured a discussion of the finite in terms
of the finite facts, thoughts, things constructed and in terms of selections
of view points. Flexibility then arose out of the various combinations of
these factors. We were able to some extenl to determine the indeterminate
but through finites. And it is in this that there is still parQdox. If we want
to carry our inquiry further we would have to criticaHy question tbe construction of our schemas, and its finite questions.
In both dimensions the schema is made out offinites but it is made possible by delimiting an area offlexiblc rdation, between the point of view and
the point viewed. To put it in our terms, we made a distinction between ,elections and the rest (facts, thoughb, things) which are all made. The finite
schema was made possible because even the vertICal dimensions (selections)
were structured in terms of the same finites (definition, process, whole).
In a certain sense then wc left the paradox unanswered. The «point of view»
and the «point viewed» delimit an area of flexible interrelations of in de term inacy but also determination (relative). \Vhat is the place of the infmite in it"
The nine questions either exprc:;sed a fc;flexivity in their interrelations, Of
a «wholeness») and integrity (I. 1, 2.2, 3.3). ]n the interrelations of tbese
three we could find some clue for our problem. But most of ail a second
consideration should be added so that we will try to escape from the made,
the formed and finite. This we willwke out of the nature of selections, not
out of the made selections, but out of the obscured
data, out of
the «given» (to the extent that we
It ((),del be the case that we arc still
talking in term, of the matter
.. form (made). \Ve can accept this with
the presupposition that these relations can
or be reiated flexibly.
We still need to criticize our schema even if it is
to get out of our
finites and our forms.
If we take our selections and our systems, not as points of view - points
viewed but as data qua data and facta qua facta respectively, and if we also
take oLlr paradox (infinite - finite. determinate .. indeterminate) there are
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then four possibilities determined: L There are infmite given
and
infinite things wc can make out of them (infinite data-infinite facta), 2, There
arc infinite given things aad fmite things we can do with them (infinite data finite
3, There arc finite things in the world and finite things we can
do with them (both
and 4. There are finite things in the world and
infinite things wc can do with them. In the above determinations things are
to be taken as in something or as merely the
We can also, in the above
schema, replace finite - infinite with determinate - indeterminate, but this
does not mean that thcy will side in the same way that the finite - infinite
~ides, because the same interrelations can be established between the finiteillfinite and the new distinction (the finite j, determinate or indeterminate),
We can also reverse the direction of the four determinations. start from facta
and go (0 dala.We can also sec that these distinctions do not remain in the
abstract but go into O:lf schema (in facts, things, thoughts). To illustrate
the abov,,: It may be the case that the given is structured and thus it structures
our thoughts or the reverse, or the
or the reverse and the
combined. Another
out of the concretes I t.ake it out or the things:
It may be the case that the whole structures the part" or the reverse, or the
opposite, or the reverse and the opposite combined. The
with universals and
real and apparent t~'lcts,
It can also be the case that data and facta are not
but hre onc: and the same, in which case we undercut our pruject but still
we can take the case as a determination out of the indeterminate (flexible
relations) but determinable. Or it ca n be the ca se thal facta and data are
completely separate, in which case it is
to talk about thei r rclathis is a ueterrnination which deterrn!nl;.~s and
tions
These lasl two examples ask for a more nitical

Data are taken as individuaLs. "The word inJivHluul itse!flneans indivlsi

Q

If a datUD"l is
slngle~

then ho\v can \VC analyze it? ,\lso, ho\\/ can ViC cornrnunicate it?
\Ve come then from the
of view of fcccta clnd try to
the datum
and go beyond the indivisible by division: or we
the individual by
it in a \vholc, Cotnrnunlcation and
conur: !lnicating it. by
run
Cor vv'e lnay ;.1nalyzc sOInething by
or by
ing it in a larger V/hole: {con11nunicatio~ in terrns of da1a), Corrnnunication
]S In terlHS of Cl \VhOle (oth~~r
language
be achieved
by
with
and when

and
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in doubt we define, or analyze OLJr discourse in terms of ,ignificant terms
in it. To illustrate this in an
related to our paradox: Data are taken
as infinite while what we consrruct is Cmite. But this is not absolutely the
case for indefinitely many scientist, may have a different idea about a phenomenon. To solve the problem they have to turn to tbe data as Cnile and thus
as determining. In the same line of thought ambiguity is a fact referring to
many kind s of data, Meaning and reference then fit the schema of con~ider·
ation of our paradox and can be explored through i1.
The above discLlssion fO<:Llsed on the paradox. Whether there is ltl fact
(or in texts) a paradox. Whether we can conceive it ~ such. And finally
whcrefrom it ari se:;. The discussion has a parallel theme running Hl the
opposite direction: Whether we make paradoxical facts. Whether
paradoxical. \Vhether it is the
which generates and Corms
The paradox then was the motive force and the end, it is a material necessity
and a forming (a limiting and ordering) force for knowledge. It sets us going
and it also limits us. It appears that we are at onc and the same time motivated and restricted by the paradox. At the boundaries of knowledge then we
do not stop blocked by the outside. The flexible relations wc set up tell llS
that what is determined and what is undetermined close up an area but
also have the potential for further expansion: they arc at the same time
boundaries and forces from the inside. Now \\c can see the relations within
the paradox, in a less negative way, not as the determinate and the indeterminate but as the determinable and the determining, the Inarter and
the act Of COLJrse the matter and the act can interch:mgc in being attributed
to the determinable or the determining, or merge, or enter in whatever flexible
manner, because the matter may have some form, and
as a
process may be a potency, And furthermore, the activity and the potentiality.
set up in flexible paradoxical relations, are related with other
at this level oflimits. To
an
1'1 om the
side of the relation
we can be tied dowil to the
from tlie potC:l1tiality SIck
of the relation wc can be related to nec·essity. If
iake :nto account the
rClations freedom or the importance of the

in

()E

the other h:.::nd ,,\t'e

CCHlnect

things

ia

another way: potentiality with freedom and form with necessity.
in the
in('r~ascd the range of the pa raliox
sllch as to making up form and to fre"dom
and determinism. On the one hand we could make our case stro:lger for the
philosophical importance of the paradox, on the other hand we could mak"
a start on the consideration of the paradox outside of the theoretical sciences.
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Out of our schema we can draw parallel relations in terms of the whole of
human knowledge, activity, and making. The middle line of questions (1. 1,
2.2,3.3) show us possibilities for parallel relations: to facts as facts though
as activIty, and things as Being we can parailclizc History - Poetry - Philosophy, or Phy,ics - Epistemology or Theoretic - PracticalPoetic. Now, if it is through an art of semantics that one wants to approach
the
one wouid have only to take the specific references and see them
undcr the light of the questions that we set up, and perhaps modify the
question'. in terms of the new paradoxes. if on the other hand, it is an art
of discourse and an inquiry that we are aiming at one must go beyond the
matrix to the data - facta relations, with respect to the new paradoxes.
The problem of infinite - finite, definite - indefinite ranges through all
the sciences. In the
scieiJces, whieh may primarily appt:ar as opposed
to the intinite, since they arc cOllnnonJy seen as ways of form - giving, the
paradox of limits is of no less importance. For what is it which determines
the form') ls it the
If it is, then the
of knowledge reappears.
If the poet is
thing, with
ness of the magnitude, of the poema a remlt of the determinateness of things
or of the
Is the: immitation of
a
of the world Of of the poet
and in the !'irst cast' how do we
the diffacnt versions or a lhing in
art or if it is the second, what are the relations of the poet to the material
he u"cs in his different
The same
appeal' al the criticism
of art. And, if art is an expression of
is the languagt' or the clay
limiting or adding to the
Iftnat which is to be expressed is infinite then how can we expre,,, it in finit.e forms? Is there any twth in a statement
of a poet that the best p\)ctry is the llllwrittt:n onc: DisclIssions about art
then would center arollnd tile different
of the poem:], around
its unity and its onier, ~1found
imitation and limitalions or
of art in the fcmll" or in the materiaJs, which can
range from the whole universe down 10 the instruments of utility,
In history, in the
between the actual events and the \'>fiting
of history
mines what in hi story? Problems of
induction,
of detailed
of canses, and
writing of hi story are all rdated
the
of infinite - finite, determinate"
indeterminate. Wc thus have a range of hIstories from tb;
and the calnera to the chronicles to the
hj stofic~; to hi story
as it should be, ;\nother
enters
sity, which borders with theinnnitc and brings us closer to another area,
that of action and the
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In the sphere of action problems-paradoxes ari se out of COlblOCration of infinity, Is the action a principle, a way of
out of limit<'
Does it involve the infinite potentialities of maitt'f or is il restricted
the
forms of behaviour or other form s'l Is action aiming at freedom or does it
require freedom? Is action autonomous witiJ respect to forms? Does its
determination involve knowledge of the determinate er indeterminate in
tbe world? These
were answered antinomieaHy or
by different thinkers and people, and there is no definite answer to tbem,
Is it not ,he case tbat wc are
faced ".,jtb the
pa radoxes which
limit from the inside our knowledge and our \yodd')
The paradox of infinity, limits and order was the motive force in the
writing of this paper. It also structured the paper ~\!)d
gave limits to
it in a flexible manner from the inside. it is then partly by the limits tbat the
parado ..\ established and partly
the finitude of tin1f' that
\vi11 have to
give an end to the study of paradoxes and of infinities.
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on 'to unetpo eiVUt UKU'tUVOTI1;O KUt vu UStoocrrolle on tmupxet.
nup' o1.,e<; 'tt<; /)ucrKo1.,ie<; nupu'tT}potJlle oocr'tocro on of <ptAOcrOCPOt npocrnu90tJv vu 6picrouv 'to unetpo. A<; uV'ttlle'tronicrrolle 1.,omov KUt sllei<; 'to
npO~1.,T}llU. ' Apxi~olle lle lltU yeVtKT] geoopT}crT} 'totJ npof31.,i111U'tO<;, nou 9u
/)oocrT} llOP<PT] cr'tT] cruvexeta 'tfj<; Epeuvm;;. EiVat 'to unetpo i/)eu nou uvilKet
cr'tT]V Ellnetpiu 11 eivut crullnepucrllu cretpu<; crU1.,1.,oytcrll&V 11 llilnro<; eivut lltU
aPxil, IltU gecrT}, nou 'tT]V oexollucr'te 00<; ui'tT}IlU 11 uSirollU; IIuipvoV'tu<; ulJ'tE<;
'tt<; 'tpei<; m9uve<; gecret<; KUt cruv/)eov'tu<; n<; lle'tusu 'tou<; llnopotJlle vu /)T}Iltoupyilcrrolle EVU crXfjllu lle spro'tilcret<; nuvro cr'to unetpo, nou llnopotJv vu
llu<; xpT}crtlleucrouv cr'tT] lleAe'tT} 'totJ uneipou 00<; llepou<; 'tfj<; Ellnetpiu<;. 'O1.,Ol
crull<ProvOtJV, 1t(o<; 'to llOVO avull<Ptcrf3i1'tT}'to llepo<; 'tfj<; Ellnetpiu<;, onou Ell<puvi~e'tUt 'to unetpo, eIVUt 'tu EPYU 't&v <ptAOcrO<proV, onro<; 'totJ Neu'trovo<;, 'totJ
Kup'tecriou, 'tou ~ntvo~u, 'totJ Xui~evllnepYK, 'totJ NnpuK, 'tou Nij1.,<; Mnop,
'totJ Kuv't, 'totJ 'Aivmuiv KUt 'totJ 'Aptcr'to'te1.,ou<;. To crXfjllU't&V Epro'tilcrerov
ollro<;, nou xpetu~e'tut YlU 'tT]V Ese'tucrT} 't&V <pt1.,ocrocprov ulJ't&v, f3acri~e'tat
nuvro cre 6ptcrllou<; KUt 'tuset<;, KUt yt' uu'tov 'tov AOYO unoKel'tal cre KptnKT]
00<; npo<; 'to nocro llnopei vu lle1.,e'tijcrT} 'to unetpo.
~ullnEpucrllunKu 'to npof31.,T}llu 'tou uneipou llnopei vu Ese'tucr9fj cr'to
'te1.,tKo snineoo 'tfj<; yvoocrT}<; nou /)T}lltoUpyei'tat uno 'tT] crxecrT} /)e/)o~vrov
KUt yeyovo'trov ('t&v data Kui facta) 't&V cr'tOtxeirov nou llu<; /)ivoV'tat Kat
't&v npuYllu'trov nou Kuvolle, nou KU'tu1.,uf3ui vOlle KUt nou Ka'taO"KeUU~Olle lle
UIJ'tU nou llU<; /)ivov'tut. ~'tt<; dKoAouge<; 'tecrcrepet<; 1.,OytK&<; ouvu'te<; gecrel<;
EV'tUcrcrOV'tUt OAOl of <pt1.,ocro<pot 'totJ nupe1.,90V'to<; KUt o1.,e<; of m9uve<; uno'I'et<; ytU 'to unetpo: 1. Tu /)e/)0lleva eivat unetpu, Kat unetpa eIvUt ulJ'tu nou
Ellei<; Ilnopoulle vu Kuvrolle (ot geropie<;) llE f3ucrT} 'tu /)e/)0llevu. 2. Tu /)e/)0llevu
elvut unetpu, dAM i] uv9poontvT} crKe'l'T} llnopei vu KUVT} IlOVO m;pu'tu npuYIlU'tu. 3. Tu /)e/)0llsvu /)ev elval unetpu' unetpu npu'Yllu'tu (geropie<; KAn.) IlnopotJv vu yivouv lle ulJ'tu. 4. Tu /)e/)0llsvu /)Ev eIVat unetpu, onro<; /)Ev eIvat
unetpu KUt 'tu npuYllu'tU nou Ilnopouv vu yivouv IlE ulJ'tu. Of'tscrcrepet<; au'tE<; 9scret<; ESUV't1.,OUV 'tt<; crxscrel<; lle'tusu 'totJ 'tt lliiC; /)[ve'tat KUt 'totJ n&<;
Ellei<; 'to Ka'tavootJlle.
Y
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